
Acclaimed for its economic vitality, 
competiveness hubs, sectors of excellence 
(aeronautics, digital, health, services and 
finance), town planning and expanding tourism 
trade, Bordeaux has established itself as a 
dynamic metropolis for business, while remaining 
attractive thanks to its art de vivre. Established 
in the city more than 30 years ago, the Bordeaux 
office contributed to Racine’s creation. 
 With almost 30 lawyers, including 
five partners, Racine Bordeaux 
assists its clients, both in an advisory 
and dispute resolution capacity, in 
the fields of insurance, real estate 
and construction, health, industrial 
risks, industry and commerce, town 
planning and public procurement.

With its close ties to its clients, our 
Bordeaux office positions itself as 
a true partner of corporate and 
public actors, providing them with 
reactiveness, security and pragmatism.   

Racine Bordeaux’s lawyers are part 
of the regional economic fabric and 
are members of various professional 
associations. Training is a key focus 
of their work. In this regard, the firm 
is accredited as training organisation.  

Racine Bordeaux’s lawyers also 
frequently publish articles and 
doctrinal publications, which 
contribute to the reflection upon 
developments in their areas of 
expertise. 
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Partners



Insurance law
- Multi-risk insurance: Fire, natural disasters, industrial risks, professional civil liability
- Building insurance: Mandatory insurance (structural damage, decennial liability insurance); optional 

insurance (all-risks construction, single policy construction insurance, pre- and post- acceptance, 
direct or indirect financial losses, etc.). 

- Property insurance (professional and individual)
- “Serial” risk (multiple risks arising from one cause) management: solar panels, domestic wind 

turbines, swimming pools, wooden cladding, slate
- Life insurance – contingency (individual and collective) 
- Insurance policy audits

Industrial risks
- Assistance in the context of casualties involving industrial, artisanal or agricultural production 

facilities (machine damage, defective products, “serial” risks)
- High-stake risks

Real estate - Construction
- Construction and construction insurance litigation: builder, subcontractor, penitus extranei third 

party, EPERS builders, disturbance of neighbours, pre- and post-acceptance liability
- Advice in the context of real estate development: contract review, negotiation and drafting of deeds
- Advice in the context of worksite disputes (pre-litigation and litigation)
- Civil liability of real estate professionals (real estate agents, real estate diagnostic experts, notaires)

Health law
- Medical liability: assistance to private and public health care institutions, health care professionals 

and their insurers before the courts as well as before medical accident conciliation and compensation 
committees

- Criminal liability: assisting health care professionals during the investigation phase and before the 
criminal courts

- Product defects (medications and health care devices)
- Compensation for bodily harm: assistance during medico-legal expert assessments (court-

ordered or amicable)

Public law
- General administrative litigation
- Administrative liability (public buildings, damages caused by public works)
- Execution and performance of procurement contracts for public works, general supplies and 

services and intellectual services
- Public property law and public works law
- Urban planning law
- Environmental law

Criminal law
- Defence of parties in the civil portion of criminal proceedings who benefit from the functional 

protection of their administrations
- Defence of victims or authors of general criminal law violations benefiting from legal proceedings 

cover or guarantees from their insurers
- Assistance of chief executives during investigations and before the criminal courts  
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Distinctions

Our know-how

2019 edition
Racine is one of the best law firms in France in the «Insurance Law» category 
of the Le Point Awards.

2018 edition
Racine Bordeaux is ranked as «key player» in the «construction litigation» 
category, «strong reputation» in the «litigation / medical and hospital liability», 
«criminal health law» and «industrial risks & insurance litigation» categories.


